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Taking Stock:
Can news images be generic?



Research Questions
RQ: How do concepts like visual genericity and reusability contribute to a 
critical appraisal of the role of images in contemporary news-making?
 
Sub-questions:

RQ1: How many of the images that can be found in major online newspapers originate from image 
banks? Among these ‘stock’ images, how many of them fall into the creative and editorial categories?

RQ2: What do the creative and editorial ‘stock’ images found in newspapers represent? What kinds of 
images are consistently associated with particular kinds of ‘news’ content?

RQ3: How are the stock images found in newspapers used in other media texts and contexts? What 
are the media outlets and platforms in which these images live beyond the newspapers under 
investigation? 

RQ4: What do this study’s findings add to our current understanding of the news image? 



Protocol



Dataset



Dataset
A sample of five online newspapers (broadsheet, elite, ‘liberal’ press):

1. The Guardian (UK)
2. Libération (France)
3. La Repubblica (Italy)
4. NRC (the Netherlands)
5. Süddeutsche Zeitung (Germany)

Took screenshots of each homepage (using Paparazzi)

Scraped all images from the homepages of newspapers through
Chrome Developer tools (initially considered using DMI Image Scraper)

Final dataset: 424 images



Methodology
Collection of data about the images

1) Manual coding of 265 images
through qualitative categories
(e.g. what/who is represented, topic, 
generic/specific, creative/editorial)

2) Google Cloud Vision API with full dataset
(info about image content and context, 
other URLs where image is found)



Methodology
Visual/multimodal analysis ‘experiments’

Editorial images may be used as generic visuals for news articles about specific events 



Methodology
Analysis of data

1) Google Cloud Vision API
We searched Vision API-generated image 
and web page URLS for names of major stock 
image sources to identify which images could 
be traced to stock image providers

2) Data visualization (Gephi)
To see relationships between API data 
and manually coded data

3) Network visualization (Gephi)
To show the online web presence of images 
across sites and how the same images are 
used by different newspapers



Findings

45 images from image banks 
in the complete dataset (10.6%)

30 images from image banks 
in manually coded dataset (11.3%)

12 editorial images (4.5%)

18 creative images (6.7%)

All images in Health and Lifestyle are creative
All images from Politics are editorial
Technology and Science is mixed

Health and Lifestyle (creative)

Politics (editorial)

Technology and Science (mixed)



Topics
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Findings

Man, sun, beach. 

Beach, vacation, swimwear. 

Decreased chance skin cancer
when pre-tanned? 



Findings
Vision API image origin tests

Homepage image on the left originates from AFP - Similar image on the right is from Getty Images
Very likely that they are part of the same shoot (due to AFP/Getty partnership)



Conclusions 
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